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Abstract
This article documents two professors’ inquiry into a lesson on supervising for equity 
in a supervisor preparation course. Through an iterative process of lesson design, 
lesson implementation, analysis of student work, and pedagogical discussion, we refine 
the lesson. Our study sheds light on the potential challenges of preparing supervisors 
to promote equity, offers pedagogical insights to leadership programs invested in 
instilling a commitment to social justice, and reflects the promise of collaborative 
faculty inquiry for curriculum development. The study contains implications for 
educational leadership faculty and program coordinators as well as facilitators of 
professional development for school leaders.
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Introduction

Supervisors are well-positioned to support teachers in developing just and equitable 
instructional practices. With extensive time in classrooms and close relationships 
with teachers, supervisors have a window into teachers’ everyday interactions with 
students and the extent to which pedagogy is responsive to students’ varying needs 
and cultural backgrounds, both key components of teaching for social justice (Gay, 
2002; Ladson-Billings, 1995; Peterson, 1998). However, there is a dearth of literature 
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and instructional materials available about how supervisors can use their position 
within schools and their tools for supporting teachers to promote educational equity. 
As such, leadership preparation programs that aim to prepare school leaders commit-
ted to equity and social justice have few resources to draw on when attempting to 
integrate their mission into their supervision coursework (Boske & Elue, 2018; Jean-
Marie, Normore, & Brooks, 2009).

This article documents two professors’ joint inquiry into a lesson on supervising for 
equity (SfE) in a supervisor preparation course at a large public university in the 
Northeastern United States. Our study was driven by the goal of preparing future 
supervisors to promote educational equity in their work with teachers. Building on 
Theoharis’s (2007) definition of leadership for social justice and Sullivan and Glanz’s 
(2013) conception of supervision, we define SfE as using supervisory practices—ana-
lyzing instructional practice in collaboration with teachers and supporting teachers in 
their professional development—in the service of promoting equitable educational 
experiences and outcomes across student groups, such as those delineated by race, 
gender, class, and immigration status. We studied the implementation of the SfE lesson 
with three cohorts of graduate students in pursuit of answering the following research 
questions:

Research Question 1: How can school leadership programs prepare future instruc-
tional leaders to be attuned to equity in classrooms?
Research Question 2: How can collaborative inquiry inform pedagogical efforts to 
prepare instructional supervisors committed to equity?

Through an iterative process of lesson design, lesson implementation, analysis of stu-
dent work, and pedagogical discussion, we refined the SfE lesson. The unit of analysis 
in this article is our collaborative process of lesson development; evidence of student 
understanding is positioned as fodder for our pedagogical reflection.

Our study sheds light on the potential challenges of preparing supervisors to pro-
mote equity, offers pedagogical insights and tools to leadership programs invested in 
instilling a commitment to social justice, and reflects the promise of collaborative 
faculty inquiry for curriculum development. The study contains implications for edu-
cational leadership faculty and program coordinators as well as facilitators of profes-
sional development for school leaders.

Supervising for Equity (SfE)

We subscribe to Sullivan and Glanz’s (2013) definition of supervision as the “process 
of engaging teachers in instructional dialogue for the purpose of improving teaching 
and increasing student achievement” (p. 4), which frames the work of supervisors as 
collaborative, constructive, instructionally focused, and student-centered. Centering 
student learning in the practice of supervision demands that supervisors share respon-
sibility for the United States’ acute educational inequalities by race, gender, class, and 
immigrant status and that they, therefore, use their organizational position and 
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supervisory tools to help teachers develop more equitable instructional practices. 
What SfE looks like in practice and how leadership programs can prepare future 
supervisors to partake in this work needs further examination.

A search for scholarship at the intersection of supervision and equity reveals a 
need for further research. In one of the few relevant studies, Backor and Gordon 
(2015) found that university faculty and highly regarded principals and teacher 
leaders reported that knowledge about cultural diversity and a disposition toward 
cultural responsiveness are important for instructional leadership; however, the 
practical application of their vision is left unaddressed. Theoharis (2007, 2010) 
described how leaders enacted their commitment to social justice in part by 
improving their staffs’ capacities with professional development to meet students’ 
diverse needs and by instilling a social justice orientation through conversations 
about race. Most relevant literature concerns how university faculty mentor pre-
service teachers, rather than how school-based supervisors work with in-service 
teachers (Abt-Perkins, Hauschildt, & Dale, 2000; Achinstein & Athanases, 2005; 
Griffin, Watson, & Liggett, 2016; Jacobs, 2006, 2014). Synthesizing this litera-
ture, Jacobs (2014) defines supervision for social justice as “a process focused on 
the professional growth of teachers with the end goal of creating more equitable 
educational environments for all students” (p. 4). She identifies three traditions 
within supervision for social justice—multicultural supervision, critical supervi-
sion, and culturally responsive supervision—that are united by a commitment to 
“questioning and problematizing the present conditions and practices in schools to 
foster greater equity” (Jacobs, 2006, p. 30) and by critical reflection on the self 
and the context of education.

The literature on university supervision of pre-service teachers converges around 
a set of understandings, skills, and dispositions that could potentially guide an SfE 
curriculum. Scholars agree that supervisors require a deep understanding of peda-
gogical strategies to meet the needs of a diverse student body, including culturally 
relevant pedagogy (Achinstein & Athanases, 2005; Jacobs, 2014). Supervisors must 
know the student population and the cultural assets and academic challenges they 
bring to school. They must be familiar with the neighborhood and school environ-
ment to put learning in context and to guide teachers in navigating conflicts that may 
emerge when challenging longstanding, inequitable practices (Achinstein & 
Athanases, 2005). Supervisors need to also understand how educational inequities 
manifest in schools and be able to analyze the individual and structural factors that 
perpetuate inequity (Jacobs, 2014).

University supervisors should perceive themselves as activists and be able to facili-
tate reflection in dialogue with teachers to spark critical consciousness and transform 
classroom practice (Abt-Perkins et al., 2000; Jacobs, 2014). They must initiate uncom-
fortable conversations that, for instance, challenge teachers’ deficit perceptions of stu-
dents or reveal racial disproportionality in discipline practices (Abt-Perkins et al., 
2000; Jacobs, 2014). To address topics that are often uncomfortable for teacher candi-
dates, supervisors must develop nonthreatening and trusting relationships with teach-
ers and differentiate their support based on a teacher’s readiness to critically analyze 
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their practice (Jacobs, 2014). Lastly, supervisors must work from a foundational 
knowledge of self. Self-knowledge is cultivated through a practice of critical self-
reflection regarding their own identity and their own efforts to practice equitably (Abt-
Perkins et al., 2000; Achinstein & Athanases, 2005; Jacobs, 2014).

Some scholars have empirically examined university supervisors’ commitment 
and capacity to support beginning teachers in promoting equity in their classrooms. 
Much of this research draws on the larger body of literature regarding culturally 
relevant pedagogy, or the set of dispositions and practices that support equitable 
educational experiences that allow all students, particularly students of color, to 
maintain their cultural integrity while succeeding academically (Gay, 2000; Howard, 
2001; Ladson-Billings, 1995). Griffin et al. (2016) found that university supervisors 
claimed culturally relevant pedagogy was important, but their understanding of the 
concept was thin and their practice was colorblind in that they avoided discussions 
of race and class with student teachers. The university supervisors in their study, 
predominately White women with little past experience teaching students who dif-
fered from them culturally or racially, lacked the knowledge and fluency to support 
novice teachers in developing a culturally relevant practice (Griffin et al., 2016). 
Their study implies that the individual characteristics of supervisors—their identi-
ties and past professional experiences—can shape how they activate a commitment 
to social justice in their work. Engaged with the possibilities and limitations entailed 
by their personal biographies, Abt-Perkins et al. (2000) explored their efforts to 
become multicultural supervisors through a collaborative inquiry of their practice in 
three distinct geographic and university settings. Through ongoing correspondence, 
they uncovered common challenges they faced when learning to become “positive 
irritants” (Abt-Perkins et al., 2000, p. 39), a term they coined to describe their 
approach to guiding student teachers to identify cultural bias or stereotyping in their 
relationships, practices, and perceptions of students.

The extent to which this research on university supervision of novice teachers is 
applicable to the preparation of future school-based instructional supervisors needs 
further examination. Two differences between university-level supervisors and 
school-based supervisors suggest that a separate body of research is warranted. 
First, university supervisors, especially if they are also faculty, may come to super-
vision with a stronger base of knowledge about the historical, social, and political 
contexts of educational inequality in the United States. School-based instructional 
supervisors, many of whom come directly from classroom teaching, may lack the 
contextual or conceptual knowledge to critically analyze practices, interactions, 
and structures in their schools. In this case, some approaches recommended in the 
literature, such as critical self-reflection, may be less productive without the requi-
site knowledge and analytical tools. On the other hand, experienced teachers who 
become instructional supervisors may bring superior content knowledge and K-12 
pedagogical skills in comparison with university faculty. This pedagogical toolkit 
may assist supervisors in working with teachers to creatively respond to some stu-
dents’ unmet needs. Second, the practices recommended in the literature assume 
that the supervisor is an outsider in the teacher’s school community. In contrast, 
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many school-based supervisors previously taught or held other positions within the 
same school and are deeply embedded insiders. Abt-Perkins et al. (2000) found that 
their outsider status assisted them in critically questioning organizational structures 
and dynamics within schools. School-based supervisors must contend with their 
position in the school’s organizational hierarchy as they encourage teachers to 
engage in critical reflection. While insider status may make critical conversations 
more difficult—especially when they have implications beyond an individual 
teacher’s practice—school-based supervisors potentially bring deeper knowledge 
about the school context and community that should shape teachers’ culturally 
responsive pedagogy (Gay, 2002).

Although the literature on preparing future instructional supervisors to supervise 
for equity is scarce, the idea fits squarely within the more general literature on pre-
paring educational leaders committed to social justice (e.g., Beachum, 2011; 
Khalifa, Gooden, & Davis, 2016; Tenuto & Gardiner, 2018; Theoharis, 2007, 2010). 
This article aligns with a growing body of literature that calls for graduate pro-
grams to equip school leaders to “increase their awareness of various explicit and 
implicit forms of oppression, develop an intent to subvert the dominant paradigm, 
and finally act as a committed advocate for educational change that makes a mean-
ingful and positive change in the education and lives of traditionally marginalized 
and oppressed students” (Jean-Marie et al., 2009, p. 4). Studies on how to accom-
plish this goal are needed. By offering empirically based insights rooted in lesson 
study and practitioner inquiry, we respond to calls for greater clarity around how 
university faculty foster the knowledge, skills, capacity, and sense of responsibility 
that leaders committed to educational equity need (Boske & Elue, 2018; Hernandez 
& Marshall, 2017; Marshall & Theoharis, 2007; Murray-Johnson & Guerra, 2018; 
Theoharis, 2010).

Guiding Frameworks

We share a common perspective on inquiry and see it as a lifelong process of continu-
ally improving our practice. We developed this perspective as K-12 teachers and bring 
our inquiry stance with us into our roles as teacher and school leader educators. The 
understandings that Abt-Perkins et al. (2000) gained by collaboratively examining 
their own and their mentees’ practices inspired, in part, our methods in this study. We, 
too, sought to improve our practices by engaging in a collaborative, dialogic reflection 
and were guided by the overlapping theoretical and methodological traditions of les-
son study and practitioner inquiry.

Reflection is a vital and productive component of an educator’s practice (Darling-
Hammond, 2006; Schön, 1983). Often described as an ongoing process, reflection 
intends to focus an individual on their experiences and behavior before interpreting 
their actions to inform future decision-making. Dewey (1933) describes it as an active 
and deliberate cognitive process. Applied to the field of education, critical reflection 
directs attention to the moral, political, and ethical contexts of teaching and learning 
(Dinkelman, 2000; Howard, 2003; Liu, 2015). Critical reflection can be practiced in 
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isolation, yet may be more productive done collectively, since external perspectives 
are useful for questioning the inevitability of one’s actions or the normativity of one’s 
beliefs (e.g., Abt-Perkins et al., 2000). While the SfE lesson intends to develop stu-
dents’ critical reflection, in this article, we analyze our own dialogic reflection on 
how the SfE lesson design and implementation prepared R.G.’s students to develop 
an equity-oriented lens for supervising instruction. We refined the lesson in response 
to the understandings that emerged from our ongoing exchange.

We drew on the tradition of lesson study to shape our data collection and analysis 
processes. Lesson study is a collaborative approach to teacher professional develop-
ment that originated in Japanese elementary education. The iterative process focuses 
on a single lesson, or research lesson, but the broader goal is to encourage a school-
based culture of ongoing teacher learning and pedagogical improvement (Lewis, 
Perry, & Hurd, 2004; Stiegler & Hiebert, 1999; Watanabe, 2002). The process begins 
with a small group of teachers working collaboratively to develop the research lesson. 
One group member teaches the lesson while the others observe and collect evidence of 
student learning. The teachers then come back together to analyze the data gathered, 
and then they repeat the process (Lewis, 2002). Research lessons make student think-
ing visible and allow teachers to understand how the different pieces of a lesson foster 
student learning. The collaborative process benefits instructors, as it offers a structured 
approach to learn from colleagues and students and to enhance pedagogical practices 
(Demir, Czerniak, & Hart, 2013; Lewis et al., 2004). Research using lesson study has 
remained almost exclusively within the K-12 context, although Cerbin and Kopp 
(2006) suggest lesson study can provide a way for university instructors to leverage 
scholarly inquiry for improving teaching and learning.

The lesson study approach provided a structure for us to engage in practitioner 
inquiry and research. Practitioner inquiry “generates questions and reflects teach-
ers’ desires to make sense of their experiences—to adopt a learning stance or open-
ness toward classroom life,” and practitioner research is the “systematic and 
intentional” approach used to answer those questions (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 
1990, p. 3). The tradition of practitioner inquiry views teaching as a knowledge-
generating process between teachers and students and researching as coming to 
understand the construction of knowledge (Lytle & Cochran-Smith, 1992). 
Practitioner inquiry aligns with our overall intentions to develop equity-oriented 
supervisors in that it is a theoretical approach concerned with social change and 
using research to bring about a more just society (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1998). 
Our stance toward inquiry intends to improve our students’ learning in an effort to 
create more equitable experiences for the youth our students serve. This work is 
ongoing and cyclical in nature, and our findings will inform the ways in which we 
continue to develop equity-oriented instructional supervisors.

Study Context and Methodology

The SfE lesson was integrated into a supervision course required of all students in 
the K-12 educational leadership and in the supervisor’s certificate graduate 
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programs at a large public university in the Northeast. The department’s mission 
includes a commitment to preparing school leaders to promote equity. Our study 
draws from three sections of this course offered during the same academic year. 
The three cohorts of students engaged with the SfE lesson at different times, which 
allowed us to iteratively reflect on each round of student data before making revi-
sions and re-implementing the lesson. The course is offered in both online and 
face-to-face formats, and in this study, we examined one online section and two 
face-to-face sections. Table 1 provides an overview of the three cohorts of 
students.

More than 70% of the students were employed as full-time, K-12 teachers across 
elementary, middle, and high school settings. Five students worked as school counsel-
ors or psychologists, and five were already engaged in some form of instructional 
leadership (e.g., content specialist, curriculum supervisor, staff developer). Based on 
information shared by students in course assignments and discussions, approximately 
one third of students had five or fewer years of experience, one third had 5 to 10 years 
of experience, and one third had 10 or more years of experience. Students worked in a 
range of school districts surrounding the university, the vast majority of which are 
categorized by the National Center for Education Statistics as large suburbs; however, 
they vary by racial and socioeconomic demographics. At least eight students worked 
in districts placed in the lowest two socioeconomic categories delineated by the state, 
and at least six students worked in districts placed in the highest two socioeconomic 
categories. As Table 1 demonstrates, 75% of the participants in this study were female, 
which is moderately higher than department-wide enrollment patterns publicly 
reported by the university. According to institutional data, more than 60% of students 
in the department identify as White, approximately 15% as Latinx, and less than 10% 
as Black.

R.G. served as the instructor for all of the sections. R.G. was trained as a teacher 
and a researcher in graduate programs committed to critically analyzing educational 
policies and practices for how they produce or reproduce societal inequalities. As a 
researcher and educator of future school leaders, she strives to critically engage with 
her privilege as a middle-class White woman and to practice everyday antiracism 
(Pollock, 2008). T.M. collaborated with R.G. in dialogic reflection through a modified 
lesson study process. T.M. is a middle-class Black woman who was prepared to teach 
in a low-income, urban school serving a Black student body. She completed a graduate 
program in teacher education and now prepares justice-oriented, anti-racist teachers 
for urban public schools. R.G. and T.M. share a background as K-12 teachers and 
attended the same university for part of their graduate education.

Table 1. Overview of Students and Schedule for Course Implementation.

Number of students Male Female Course format Month implemented

Cohort 1 19 5 14 Online October
Cohort 2 8 1 7 Face-to-face November
Cohort 3 9 2 7 Face-to-face April
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After R.G. found the literature and models from other supervision courses concern-
ing SfE lacking, she designed a lesson for the first cohort of students, which included 
the components described in Table 2. The central question of the lesson was “How can 
instructional supervisors promote equity in schools?” and the learning objectives were 
as follows:

Be attuned to teacher practices that promote or undermine equitable classrooms

Develop strategies to support teachers in leading equitable classrooms and anticipate the 
challenges of this work

Expand your understanding of supervisory practices beyond the focus on academic 
achievement to include other goals of public education in the United States (e.g., 
producing democratic citizens, promoting social justice)

Reflect on the knowledge you have built to revise and re-articulate a vision for effective 
supervision

After implementing the lesson with the first cohort, R.G. approached T.M. for advice 
on how to better support her students in reaching the learning objectives. Together, 
we agreed to engage in a systematic, collaborative approach to enhancing the lesson. 
In the tradition of lesson study, we began by discussing the components of the origi-
nal lesson. We describe the revisions that were made for the second and third cohorts 
through our collaborative inquiry in the findings section. Table 2 provides an 

Table 2. Components of First SfE Lesson.

Lesson component Description

Mini-Lecture 
Orientation

Students receive an introduction to the idea of SfE and an 
overview of the lesson.

Coaching for Equity 
(The Teaching 
Channel, n.d.)

This video was provided as part of the orientation to the 
lesson. In addition to the readings, this video was intended to 
provide students with an understanding of what it means to 
supervise for equity.

Assigned Readings Two readings were assigned for students to read:
•   Jacobs, J. (2006). Supervision for social justice: Supporting 

critical reflection. Teacher Education Quarterly, 33(4), 23-29.
•   Abt-Perkins, D., Hauschildt, P., & Dale, H. (2000). Becoming 

multicultural supervisors: Lessons from collaborative field 
study. Journal of Curriculum and Supervision, 16 (1), 28-47.

Case Study Students receive a case study that raises concerns about how 
a teacher’s instructional practice contributes to educational 
inequalities. Students are required to imagine they are the 
supervisor and to explain how they would address the issue.

Note. SfE = supervising for equity.
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overview of the SfE lesson for the first cohort. Since the first cohort was enrolled in 
an online section of the course, the mini-lecture orientation was provided in writing, 
and students engaged with the case study through an online discussion platform. It 
was intended that students encounter each component of the lesson in the order they 
are presented in Table 2. First, they read the mini-lecture orientation and watched 
Coaching for Equity (The Teaching Channel, n.d.). Then, they completed the 
assigned readings and participated three times in an online discussion in response to 
the case study.

Our collaborative inquiry began at one of our weekly meetings, which we estab-
lished at the beginning of the academic year to discuss the scholarship we were 
each reading. These weekly meetings provided the infrastructure for this project to 
develop. We discussed student work and R.G.’s experience of implementing the 
lesson at several weekly meetings, and we met for extended sessions to analyze 
data and to revise the lesson for subsequent cohorts. The classroom data we col-
lected included written assignments and notes about or recordings of comments in 
face-to-face or online discussions. Table 3 provides an overview of the data col-
lected for each cohort:

In the “Findings” section, we describe how our analysis of student data motivated 
each revision to the lesson. We are unable to draw causal relationships between our 
changes to the lesson and student work. Rather, our focus is on the iterative process of 
collaboratively reflecting on student data and adapting the lesson accordingly to better 
align student learning to the lesson goals. For this reason, we also consider as data the 
lesson artifacts (e.g., PowerPoint presentations, lesson plan, handouts, mini-lecture 
orientation) and transcripts of our own discussions.

Findings

Our dialogic reflection on student data and lesson artifacts concentrated on realizing in 
the lesson two objectives we came to recognize as vital to SfE: (a) encouraging supervi-
sors to take responsibility for educational equity and (b) equipping future supervisors 
with the tools to identify and respond to inequitable instructional practices.

Encouraging Supervisors to Take Responsibility for Educational Equity

Promoting educational equity did not play a central role in the students’ under-
standings of supervision upon entering the course. An analysis of all cohorts’ 
vision statements for what supervision ideally looks like, which are written the 
first week of the course, suggests that the students started with a narrow defini-
tion of instructional leadership. In their vision statements, students emphasized 
the importance of the supervisor–teacher relationship and the practices, such as 
listening and frequent observation, that support it. Students also stressed the 
importance for supervisors to be fair in evaluating teachers. Almost all students 
enrolled in the course were working teachers or counselors, and a majority 
reported that their experience with supervision had been limited to high-stakes 
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evaluations based on observations and ratings on an instructional rubric. Defined 
primarily as evaluators, supervisors’ responsibilities are indicated by the catego-
ries on instructional rubrics, which typically do not incorporate an attention to 
equity. The simplification of supervision to formal teacher evaluation is common 
and documented in the literature (e.g., Mette et al., 2017; Toch, 2016). Narrow 
understandings of what constitutes supervision and the lack of literature about the 
role instructional leaders can play in addressing inequality necessitate that lead-
ership preparation programs take on the job of redefining supervision to encom-
pass the responsibility for promoting educational equity. We sought to indicate 
instructional supervisors’ responsibility for equity by making the SfE lesson con-
crete and relevant, which allowed and encouraged students to envision how equity 
work will be part of their duties regardless of the characteristics of their school or 
district.

Based on students’ vision statements, R.G. anticipated the novelty of discussing 
equity in a supervision course and took care to provide several examples of what a 
supervisor attuned to equity may look for in a classroom and in a teacher’s practice. 
The following list of questions were presented to students:

•• Does a teacher address student-to-student comments or conflict that relate to 
race, gender, class, ethnicity, or language?

•• Is a teacher encouraging their students to critically analyze the racism, sexism, 
classism in our society, or are they shying away from these issues?

•• Does the teacher use stereotypes when talking about racial, ethnic, gender, or 
income groups with students or colleagues?

•• Does the teacher speak respectfully with all parents, no matter their background?
•• Does the teacher espouse deficit perspectives about certain groups of students?

Table 3. Overview of Data Collected by Cohort.

Cohort Data

1 Vision statements for effective supervision independently written at the beginning 
of the course and revised versions submitted at the end of the course; online, 
written discussion in response to one case study

2 Vision statements for effective supervision independently written at the beginning 
of the course and revised versions submitted at the end of the course; 
independently written reflections regarding two case studies and overall lesson 
take-aways; fieldnotes capturing in-class discussions regarding two case studies

3 Vision statements for effective supervision independently written at the beginning 
of the course and revised versions submitted at the end of the course; 
independently written reflections regarding two case studies and overall lesson 
take-aways; typed transcripts of small group discussions of second case study; 
fieldnotes about in-class discussions; graphic organizers filled out in class during 
whole-class guided practice or small group discussions
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•• Does the teacher show value for or disregard the language and culture of the 
students and their community?

•• Does the teacher use grouping, leveling, or tracking in the classroom in a way 
that produces or exacerbates inequalities based on race, gender, or class?

•• Do you see racial, gender-, or class-based patterns in student outcomes for a 
particular teacher?

•• Does a teacher tend to discipline students from particular gender, racial, or 
income groups more than others?

•• How well does the teacher know their students? Is instruction responsive to the 
interests and backgrounds of the students?

•• Which teachers implement practices that successfully promote equity? How 
can I celebrate these practices and share them with the rest of the staff?

R.G. developed these questions based on her knowledge of culturally relevant 
pedagogy and common mechanisms of stratification in schools. They point to con-
crete indicators that supervisors can observe in classrooms about the extent to 
which a teacher’s practice promotes equity and tailor equity work to an instruc-
tional supervisor’s role, in contrast to measures that are more appropriate for dis-
trict leaders (e.g., patterns in student performance). R.G. also intentionally 
de-emphasized student outcomes to distance the discussion about equity from 
quantitative methods of teacher evaluation, such as student growth measures. 
Approaches that encourage supervisors to review a teacher’s student performance 
data for racial and gender achievement gaps (e.g., Marzano, Frontier, & Livingston, 
2011) problematically align equity work with highly controversial evaluation poli-
cies and fail to provide information about teacher practices that contribute to 
unequal outcomes. Working from a supportive and collaborative definition of 
supervision, instructional supervisors must be able to recognize practices that they 
can develop with teachers.

Students were then given the opportunity to practice applying the guiding questions 
to case studies. Case studies required students to imagine themselves supervising 
teachers whose practices raise equity concerns and, thereby, provided concrete sce-
narios for how equity belongs to the work of instructional supervision (for more on the 
pedagogical value of case studies, see, for example, Kowalski, 2011). The first cohort 
of students responded to the following case study once independently and twice in an 
online discussion with their classmates:

You are supervising in a school where the student body is drawn from a low-income 
Latinx and Black community and the teaching staff is primarily White and middle-
income. You are working with one teacher who you have heard talk disparagingly about 
their students and students’ parents to other colleagues. This teacher repeatedly complains 
that parents do not care about their child’s education and that they are too lazy to get their 
children to school on time. When you observed in this teacher’s classroom, you heard a 
student ask if the teacher lived in the neighborhood. The teacher replied, “No way! I do 
NOT live around here.”
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Students were expected to synthesize the lesson orientation, the assigned readings, and 
the Coaching for Equity video, along with their experiences and prior knowledge, to 
generate ideas about how to supervise the teacher in question.

Online discussion posts suggest that students accepted the task of trying on the role 
of a supervisor committed to equity. One student clearly communicated her sense of 
urgency to act in this situation: “our duty as a supervisor is to build the teacher’s self-
awareness, coach them in multicultural issues, and help them reflect on their practice 
to ensure that each student is receiving the best education possible.” Another student 
echoed the responsibility to act:

There is a certain obligation that a supervisor has to address issues like this particularly 
when a teacher is speaking poorly about kids. Often comments like these or similar to this 
go unaddressed in the appropriate way and that has lasting impact on the social-emotional 
climate of a school.

Responses indicated a sense of responsibility for supervisors to address practices that 
may produce or reinforce inequities.

Students offered strong critiques of the teacher’s behavior. Most confidently 
asserted that the teacher’s comment communicated a disregard for the children and 
their community. One student wrote, “It is apparent that the teacher in this scenario is 
not culturally educated of her students and their families’ living situations.” Another 
student wrote,

This teacher’s actions call for immediate intervention. [Her] words are inappropriate and 
unprofessional. She passes judgement on students and families to other colleagues and 
directly offends her students, suggesting their environment is not good enough, which 
insinuates they are not good enough. The teacher’s words are damaging, and the 
supervisor has an obligation to intervene.

In reading the online discussion, R.G. was pleased with the sense of duty to act 
that imbued student responses, however the intensity of the critique launched 
against the teacher worried R.G. that students were distancing themselves from the 
scenario. In their harsh assessment of the teacher, the students’ responses sug-
gested that they understood the case study to be extreme, uncommon, and unfamil-
iar. R.G. discussed the case study and her concern about student responses with 
T.M. at one of their weekly meetings. T.M. encouraged R.G. to consider the back-
grounds and professional placements of the students to make the lesson more rel-
evant. Based on her experience as a faculty member at the same university, T.M. 
suspected that many of the students worked in majority-White, middle-class 
school districts and recommended that R.G. add a second case study to consider 
how SfE is relevant to leadership in these settings. R.G. was enthusiastic about this 
idea as a way to bring the case study component of the lesson closer to home for 
students. Racial segregation in the region surrounding the university meant it was 
likely that one of the two case studies would resemble the students’ school con-
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texts. Later analysis of student data confirms that students came from school dis-
tricts that varied significantly by racial and socioeconomic composition.

The second case study introduced equity concerns into a homogeneous, privileged 
setting for the second and third cohorts:

You are a supervisor in a suburban school district where the students are primarily White 
and middle-income. The teaching staff is also primarily White. In your observations of 
teachers, you notice that issues of inequality and equity are rarely introduced. You have 
also heard students express the belief that everyone in the United States has an equal 
opportunity and that educational and professional success is purely based on hard work 
and merit.

The introduction of a second case study was meant to encourage students to embrace 
their responsibility for equity despite their school context and to counter the notion that 
equity is an issue that pertains only to communities of color. After considering the guid-
ing questions earlier, but before the introduction of the case studies, one White student 
in the second cohort questioned the relevance of the topic to his work in a majority 
White and middle-income school: “As someone who teaches in a mostly White affluent 
school, I wonder if this is extreme . . . in some classes like math this wouldn’t even 
come up.” Not only did this student perceive educational inequality as irrelevant to 
White, middle-income schools, but also to certain content areas, which suggests that 
future iterations of the lesson should include case studies that span the humanities, 
mathematics, and sciences. Later, R.G. made sure to assign this student to a group that 
discussed the second case study, and he drew a direct connection between the scenario 
presented and his school context; “this describes my school,” he confessed. By provid-
ing case studies that applied to varied school contexts, students were able to articulate 
the relevance of the lesson for becoming a supervisor in their current placement.

Nonetheless, our reflection on the second cohort’s discussion concerning the 
second case study also raised some concerns. Students spent most of the time dis-
cussing the idea that the children lacked appreciation for their privileges and, in 
response, should be taken on a field trip to an under-resourced school with low-
income Black and Latinx students. The problem at this school was an attitude 
problem, and the children needed to be, in one student’s words, “scared straight.” 
We expressed concern that students proposed using poor communities of color to 
improve White students’ attitudes. Moreover, students did not focus on ideas for a 
supervisor to enact with teachers. T.M. wondered whether students needed a more 
concrete example of how supervisors can play a role in interrupting the reproduc-
tion of race and class hierarchies in this school. T.M. argued that in addition to 
describing silences and absences, providing an example of something that is hap-
pening in this homogeneously White, middle-income school would assist the stu-
dents in taking responsibility for the problem as instructional supervisors:

I wonder if . . . instead of it being this is what’s not happening . . . What if it was that 
you see the social studies department is using a text that has this page . . . [and I’ve 
seen real examples of this] about slaves coming over as workers . . . framing slavery 
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in a . . . positive light . . . . For the past five years the social studies classrooms have 
used this same text, [and] no one’s raised an issue about it . . . And so then now they 
have to talk about why is this an issue of equity . . . inequity . . . actually . . . it’s 
about racism . . . I wonder if they had something to hang on to . . . an actual issue 
for them to hang on to.

By making the equity issue in this school more concrete with an example of how 
curricular choices reproduce racism, students were encouraged to understand the 
role they can play as supervisors and to embrace the urgency to respond. The third 
cohort of students were offered a revised version that kept the institutional and 
cultural factors that insulate racism in the curriculum (e.g., the myth of meritocracy, 
racial segregation) and added details about a textbook that insinuated slaves were 
immigrants who elected to come to the United States for work. The image of such 
a textbook page was placed next to the case study to insist students recognized the 
realism of the exercise.

Equipping Future Supervisors With the Tools to Identify and Respond to 
Inequitable Instructional Practices

Once future instructional supervisors embrace the responsibility for promoting equity, 
they need the skills and self-efficacy to identify and respond to inequitable instruc-
tional practices. In the following two sections, we describe how the lesson goals were 
refined and the lesson activities revised to scaffold SfE. We differentiate (a) identify-
ing and (b) taking action in response to instructional practices that produce or repro-
duce inequalities in educational experiences and outcomes. In both cases, we moved 
to support students with metacognitive tools that they can later apply to a range of situ-
ations they will encounter in the field.

Identifying inequitable instructional practices. In the first iteration of the SfE lesson, R.G. 
assisted students in identifying equity issues by providing a list of guiding questions to 
concretize the indicators supervisors committed to equity may look for in classrooms. 
After reflecting on lesson implementation with the first two cohorts, T.M. suggested 
that categorizing the guiding questions would create a more useful tool for students: 
“If you want them to be able to identify the issue, they would need some sort of frame-
work.” T.M. offered the example of how she works with pre-service teachers to ana-
lyze racism at the internal, interpersonal, institutional, and structural levels. R.G. 
recognized the value of T.M.’s suggestion to categorize the items on the list:

I wanted to give them concrete ideas of what it would look like in a classroom . . . You 
walk into a classroom, you do an observation . . . Where are you gonna see [equity]? . . . 
I just . . . made a list, but what I’m hearing and what you’re saying . . . it’s a list and so it 
doesn’t create a scaffold in their head . . . of categories . . . I think that would be a more 
useful tool for them to use rather than a list of ideas of things they might see.
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Shifting from a finite list to a metacognitive scaffold was meant to empower future 
instructional leaders to analyze independently what they observe in teachers’ instruc-
tional practice. 

Following this meeting, R.G. revised the lesson and created a matrix, with the guid-
ing questions in the first column and categories to sort equity issues in the first row. 
Inspired by the racism framework T.M. had used with pre-service teachers, R.G. 
included categories that indicated where an equity issue may be located: teacher 
beliefs, teacher actions, institutional/school level, and absence/silence. However, R.G. 
felt unsure about the utility of these categories for instructional supervisors. How 
would these categories help instructional supervisors support teachers in their profes-
sional growth? R.G. then looked back at the transcript of our reflective dialogue fol-
lowing lesson implementation with the second cohort and noticed our concern 
regarding the connection students drew between equity and a teacher’s instructional 
practice. We noted all of the places where students located equity issues in the first 
case study concerning the White, middle-income teacher in a low-income, Black and 
Latinx school. From our open coding of student discussions, we found that some stu-
dents attributed the problem to the teacher—their harmful choice of words (whether 
intentional or unintentional) or their weak relationships with students and parents. One 
student wrote in their initial brainstorm about the case study: “[You] need to address 
the issue with the teacher, although it may feel like a delicate and uncomfortable sce-
nario, the teacher may be unaware/ignorant to the fact that they are offensive to his or 
her students, I would be direct when approaching the topic.” Other students suggested 
that the teacher is unfairly blaming the children for their parents’ behavior, locating the 
problem with the families in this low-income community of color. One student offered: 
“It’s not the students’ fault . . . the parents decide where they live . . . the [teacher’s] 
tone is that [the children] have made a poor decision.” According to many students, the 
supervisor’s role in this scenario was to have a discussion with the teacher about what 
she said, to reprimand the teacher for her inappropriate comment, or to help the teacher 
develop strategies to build relationships with students and parents. We wondered to 
what extent students tied these explanations and remedies to instruction as R.G. had 
hoped they would as future instructional leaders. T.M. noted that one of the students 
connected the teacher’s beliefs and weak relationships to curricular choices:

T.M.: There’s an assumption that if this is what the teacher’s saying then it’s also going 
be linked to other teacher practices such as that teacher’s use of culturally relevant 
material . . . [one student] says that as her supervisor she would need to work with [the 
teacher] in finding content and resources that are more relatable to the students . . . she 
goes to teacher practice related to curriculum.

R.G.: It’s nice to see them making that connection between teacher–student relationships 
and you know those central parts of instruction that we’ve been talking about that you 
want to look for in a teacher’s classroom . . . but you don’t see too much of that here . . . 
I’m curious how they think about [how] issues of equity relate to those aspects of 
instruction . . . there’s glimpses of [connections to pedagogy] . . . I’m questioning if it’s 
there or not.
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We celebrated the connection this student made between the case study and the com-
ponents of instruction studied in the course, but we worried that the link to instruction 
was rare.

After reviewing the transcript of our conversation, R.G. expressed to T.M. that 
she wanted to adjust the framework in a way that would encourage students to 
locate equity issues squarely within instructional practice. T.M. shared with R.G. a 
matrix she developed that combined the internal, interpersonal, institutional, and 
structural levels of racism with the components of Charlotte Danielson’s (2013) 
instructional framework. We then decided to use Danielson’s (2013) four domains 
of instruction—planning and preparation, classroom environment, instruction, and 
professional responsibilities—to categorize the list of guiding questions (Appendix 
A).

During the implementation of the lesson, R.G. modeled how to categorize each 
guiding question within one or more of Danielson’s (2013) domains. R.G. empha-
sized that there is no correct answer and that the most important part of the exer-
cise is for students to discuss how they categorize each question. Students divided 
into teams of three to categorize the remaining questions. R.G. then led a whole-
class discussion about where the groups placed each question, requiring students 
to justify their choices. She continually asked students what aspect of instruction 
was implicated by the equity issue raised in each guiding question. Finally, R.G. 
suggested that the matrix could be used as a tool for instructional supervisors to 
address equity concerns with teachers. It can mediate sensitive discussions and 
communicate clearly to teachers how practices that contribute to unequal student 
experiences and outcomes are central to their core responsibilities as educators.

Students then practiced applying the tool to both case studies. They were asked to 
identify the equity issue in each case study and to explain which aspect(s) of instruc-
tion are implicated. When students subsequently discussed how to respond to the first 
case study, it was notable that there was no reference to the character or characteristics 
of the parents and families, although we cannot draw a causal relationship between the 
revisions to the lesson plan and the change in student comments. Instead, the students 
focused on constructive approaches that either aid the teacher in becoming more 
reflective about their practice or aim to heal the damage that had been caused by com-
municating to the students the value of their community. By linking equity issues to 
domains of instruction, the tool discouraged students from placing blame on the par-
ents or children in a way that reinforces deficit perspectives about low-income com-
munities of color and that directs attention to factors outside an instructional 
supervisor’s control. It provided students with a metacognitive framework to identify 
inequities in a classroom and offered students language to discuss their concerns with 
teachers. While we employed the four domains from the Danielson (2013) framework, 
categories from other instructional frameworks could be used as well to make equity 
about instruction. We suggest that categories from frameworks employed locally as 
evaluative tools are used with caution so that future instructional leaders do not reduce 
SfE to rating teachers.
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Moving to action. Once leaders identify equity issues, they then need the skills to move 
to action. In this section, we discuss how the changes we made to the lesson intended 
to address the final objective: to prepare instructional leaders to take action in response 
to school-based inequities. We did this by providing students with a second metacog-
nitive tool to move from seeking one best response to considering the merits of a range 
of possible responses.

As we reflected on the data from the first two cohorts, R.G. realized that she was 
so intent on communicating the duty to respond as an instructional supervisor, she 
may have sacrificed a critical conversation around the range of possible actions. 
Classroom data showed that students sought to assert the best course of action. In 
response to the first case study, most students stated that they would talk with the 
teacher. During a discussion, the students converged around this idea and debated 
how exactly they would approach the teacher. After two students said they would ask 
the teacher questions, a third student picked up the idea and agreed that he too would 
ask the teacher a question. One student said, “Maybe I would say, ‘what did you 
mean?’ But I would tell them how [the comment] was perceived, not how it maybe 
was perceived.” Ultimately, this student wanted to tell the teacher that what they did 
was inappropriate. The majority of students agreed on taking a similarly direct 
approach, issuing a clear directive to the teacher that what they said was unaccept-
able. In discussing the second scenario, this cohort converged on a different, more 
educative approach to support the staff in making changes to the curriculum. As one 
student said,

There is a need to be educated on diversity . . . bring in [a] guest speaker, do a PD for the 
staff . . . I thought the idea to connect with teachers outside the school is cool . . . partner 
with another school . . . [create] pen pals [among the students] . . . if that is not possible, 
[you] could focus on educating the staff [and] talk about these topics in the curriculum.

The students felt some of the approaches were “cool,” but they did not weigh the 
potential advantages or disadvantages of their myriad ideas. The written brainstorms 
and group discussions both demonstrated an inclination for students to agree and con-
verge on one preferable course of action. While we reviewed student data from the 
first two cohorts, R.G. worried that without space to consider multiple approaches, 
students would be ill-prepared to respond to other scenarios that may arise in their 
school setting: “I’m forcing them to come up with ideas of what they would do, rather 
than leaving it more open in a situation . . . if they actually encountered this [issue], it’s 
possible that my students would have done nothing.” We realized that we sought to 
shift students from attempting to choose the correct response to considering their vari-
ous options as a supervisor. We wanted the students to reflect on each case study, to 
consider the possible courses of action and analyze them critically for their rationale, 
merits, and shortcomings (Jacobs, 2006).

T.M. suggested that students are given a graphic organizer that presents three dif-
ferent options for action: do nothing, interrupt, or engage.1 We recognized that in some 
instances, it could be reasonable or understandable to do nothing, such as 
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when supervisors of color experience exhaustion from constantly being the sole actors 
calling-out inequitable practices in majority White, middle-income schools. We 
defined “interrupting” as marking something as inequitable (e.g., telling the teacher 
never to make the same comment) and “engaging” as attempting to transform the 
environment to prevent similar issues in the future (e.g., involving the teacher in a 
culturally relevant pedagogy book club). We wanted students to think about a rationale 
and the consequences for taking each of these approaches in response to both case 
studies. R.G. then suggested that there are many ways to engage and that a second 
graphic organizer that encouraged students to consider the advantages, disadvantages, 
and necessary resources for three ideas for “engaging” could be helpful. The introduc-
tion of these graphic organizers (Appendix B) invited students to weigh a range of 
possible responses to addressing school-based inequities and communicated that the 
purpose of the lesson was to critically consider their agency as equity actors rather 
than to find the one correct path.

The third cohort of students used the graphic organizers to consider potential 
responses to each case study. R.G. used the first case study to engage the whole class 
in discussion and model how to use these metacognitive tools. For the second case 
study, students completed the graphic organizers in small groups. They described what 
doing nothing, interrupting, and engaging might look like in practice, explained why 
they might respond in each way, and then listed the potential, corresponding 
consequences.

Guided by the graphic organizers, student discussion was shaped in a way that 
required critical thinking. For the first case study, students had to consider possible 
rationales for doing nothing, despite their strong disapproval of this teacher’s actions. 
They thought that ignoring the teacher’s comments about the school neighborhood 
might happen if the instructional supervisor is unclear whether this behavior is part of 
a pattern or is an exception. In this case, the supervisor may want to spend more time 
in the teacher’s classroom before interrupting or engaging. Students also weighed 
advantages and disadvantages of doing nothing. Students discussed that ignoring the 
teacher’s comment might inadvertently reinforce the behavior, on one hand, but might 
avoid retaliation from the teacher on the other. Students thought the consequences of 
interrupting and engaging in both case studies might be retaliation or backlash from 
the staff. In this way, the students had the space to contemplate “worst case scenarios” 
so that they could then consider a plan for how they might enact a riskier option while 
maintaining professional relationships.

In the small group discussions about the second scenario, talk around and writ-
ing on the graphic organizers demonstrated similar evidence of critical thinking. 
One group considered the consequences of ignoring the use of the textbook; they 
felt the students would “remain ignorant and insensitive to other cultures.” On the 
other hand, this group recognized that ignoring the textbook would avoid conflict 
with the teachers or community. Students suggested several possible approaches to 
interrupting: calling a curriculum meeting and explaining how the text is present-
ing erroneous information, incorporating more diverse perspectives into the his-
tory curriculum, creating a teacher evaluation rubric for cultural responsiveness, 
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collecting data from their community about what families would like to see hap-
pen in the classroom, discussing current events in the classroom, and providing PD 
for the teachers. (Some of these options seemed to do more to engage with the 
problem and not just interrupt, demonstrating the fluidity of the categories.) In one 
group, a student suggested to engage by taking a field trip to a more diverse school, 
but another group member—a Black man—said he saw field trips as problematic: 
“I mean that’s kind of weird, it’s like going to like a zoo or something.” It is uncer-
tain whether or not he would have countered in this way without the graphic orga-
nizer, but the new framework certainly structured debate into discussion and 
encouraged multiple viewpoints, perhaps making the classroom safer for this stu-
dent’s critique.

Student reflections on what they learned at the end of the lesson suggested that the 
addition of the graphic organizers empowered students to take action in response to 
inequitable instructional practices. Students in the third cohort wrote about the tools 
they acquired for responding to instructional practices that could be undermining edu-
cational equity in their school. One student explained how she felt equipped and con-
fident to choose from a range of possible actions as a supervisor:

With today’s lesson, what stuck out to me the most was how important my response 
as a supervisor is, such as “do nothing, interrupt, or engage.” Not only do I need to 
analyze the scenario at hand, but I need to cautiously choose a method in order to 
have the most beneficial outcome. What conflicted with my beliefs and experience 
is that I never thought I had the option of not doing anything… Equity, to me, is 
providing teachers with the appropriate tools, supervision, [and] resources they can 
use to teach ALL students so ALL students can reach their full potential.

While students in the first and second cohorts also expressed a responsibility to address 
inequitable practices, students in the third cohort described the tools that empowered 
them to reason about how to exercise their agency.

Collaborating to Prepare Equity-Minded, School-Based 
Supervisors

Our study provides pedagogical tools and insights for educators in leadership 
preparation programs. Through implementing the SfE lesson and analyzing stu-
dent data, we noticed that students needed support in recognizing a supervisor’s 
responsibility for promoting educational equity and the relevance of SfE for their 
personal school contexts. Student work also suggested that they benefited from 
metacognitive scaffolds that helped them develop the skills to identify and respond 
to inequitable instructional practices. The “do nothing, interrupt, engage” frame-
work supported students’ critical thinking as they approached their growing edge, 
or a place where they could expand or deepen their understanding (Berger, 2004). 
The matrices we designed can be applied to various case studies, and we encour-
age instructors to design case studies relevant to the students’ school contexts and 
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professional trajectories. We learned that preparing equity agents within schools 
requires both cultivating the commitment to social justice and empowering stu-
dents with the skills to critically examine practices and policies and to take action 
in response.

Shaped by the traditions of lesson study and practitioner inquiry and inspired by 
the collaborative methods in Abt-Perkins et al. (2000), we learned about the fruit-
fulness of engaging in joint inquiry. Bringing together faculty from teacher educa-
tion and leadership education was especially fitting for rethinking the curriculum 
for future instructional supervisors. T.M. centered the perspectives of her students, 
pre-service and novice teachers, while R.G. brought in the voices of seasoned edu-
cators transitioning into leadership roles. This diversity of perspective helped us 
stay attuned to the capacities and needs of teachers and supervisors at all stages of 
their career. Leadership preparation programs would be wise to invite collaboration 
on curriculum development with faculty in teacher education, especially those 
well-versed in teacher development and culturally relevant pedagogy who can offer 
guidance on how to prepare supervisors to support teachers in cultivating more 
equitable practices in their classrooms. Faculty supervising pre-service and in-ser-
vice teachers have insight to meaningfully shape supervisor-preparation 
coursework.

Our study expands the SfE literature from the context of university supervisors of 
novice teachers to preparing future school-based instructional supervisors. As 
described earlier, we anticipated two significant differences between university super-
visors and school-based supervisors that would impact efforts to teach SfE: (a) insider 
versus outsider status and (b) background knowledge about the sources of educational 
inequality and about culturally relevant pedagogy.

The SfE lesson and our revisions to it encouraged future instructional leaders to 
consider the consequences of various possible responses to inequitable practices as 
insiders in the school community. We left open the possibility that school-based 
instructional supervisors may reason that noninterference or interrupting a practice 
is better than engaging and facilitating change in some circumstances to maintain 
their power to promote equity in the future or their mental health. Grave dilemmas 
that force supervisors to weigh the harms of particular practices with the repercus-
sions of interfering are unique to school-based instructional leaders.

There is room for improvement in the SfE lesson plan. As the lesson currently 
stands, an understanding of equitable instructional practices was a prerequisite. We 
encouraged students to consider multiple ways to respond to equity issues; however, 
their ideas were limited to their prior knowledge. Most students were full-time 
teachers and had a masters in teaching. Depending on their teacher preparation pro-
gram, personal background, and professional experiences, students brought various 
levels of exposure, literacy, and understanding regarding culturally relevant peda-
gogy, teaching for social justice, and educational inequality in general. R.G. noted 
that some students were unfamiliar with the term deficit perspectives when teaching 
that SfE included listening for how teachers expressed their beliefs about students or 
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families. Research is needed to examine how future instructional leaders’ back-
grounds, experiences, and past education shape how they take up the idea of SfE. It 
was beyond the scope of this lesson to provide students with the background knowl-
edge that a university faculty mentor typically possesses (although Griffin et al., 
2016 found that university supervisors also lacked knowledge about culturally rel-
evant pedagogy). The SfE lesson would benefit from being embedded within a 
course and leadership preparation program committed to regular critical reflection 
about the sources of educational inequality and practices that promote social 
justice.

Our study points to several areas where further research is needed to better under-
stand how to prepare future instructional leaders to supervise for equity. As universities 
increasingly offer online courses, one fruitful area for inquiry is the difference 
between in-person and online versions of the SfE lesson. In addition, the lesson 
itself needs development through further inquiry. Not only should the lesson better 
account for students’ varying levels of prior knowledge concerning culturally rel-
evant pedagogy (Khalifa et al., 2016) and the roots of educational inequality, but it 
should also address how equitably supervisors themselves interact and form rela-
tionships with different teachers (Glickman, 2002). Moreover, this lesson would 
benefit from a larger body of research on how and the extent to which current 
school-based supervisors spend their time helping teachers develop equitable prac-
tices. What are the most common challenges that supervisors committed to equity 
face in practice? What resources and supports do instructional supervisors need to 
effectively supervise for equity? These investigations would inform how leadership 
programs should design their curriculum.

The SfE lesson sought to encourage future supervisors to take responsibility for 
educational equity and to equip them with the skills to recognize and respond to 
inequitable instructional practices. Through an iterative analysis of three cohorts of 
student data, we revised the lesson to make SfE increasingly concrete and relevant 
by providing students with a list of questions to guide classroom observations, case 
studies that resembled various school settings, and graphic organizers for students to 
locate inequitable practices within different aspects of instruction and to critically 
analyze possible action steps. We understand that a single lesson will not prepare 
leaders to adopt an equity-oriented practice. Leadership programs committed to 
developing equity-minded school leaders must work to align each course with their 
program goals.
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Appendix B.  Guiding Question: Once You Identify an Instructional Practice That 
Undermines Educational Equity, What Will You Do?.

How will you 
respond?

Description 
of response

Why will you 
respond this 

way?
What do you imagine are the 

consequences of responding this way?

Do nothing  

Interrupt  

Engage  

Guiding Question: How Will This Form of Engagement Support Teachers to Develop an 
Equitable Instructional Practice?.

Idea for engagement
Resources/preparation 

needed Pros Cons

 
  
  

Exploring Ideas for Engagement
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